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Successful online communities accumulate large amounts of long-term content. However there has been
little quantitative, theoretically-motivated exploration of how communities organize such content, nor which
community members take responsibility for active organization. We examine one aspect of long-term content
organization through link behavior, also exploring role differences between enterprise community leaders and
members in the context of life-cycle community models. We first classify how content is linked within posts,
identifying usage patterns that organize information within and outside communities. We next present an
exploratory quantitative analysis of 2,010 communities including 428,476 posts and 1,246,570 links. We show
paradoxically that although mature communities accumulate substantial content, organizing that content
using links decreases over time. Further analyses suggest that this arises from a recency bias, with communities
being focused on current content. Our results also challenge descriptive lifecycle community models, which
propose that regular community members adopt greater responsibility over time. We explore explanations for
our findings and implications including new tools that encourage responsibility for active organization, as
well as methods for members to revisit critical content.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Online communities are now successfully deployed in many contexts including the open internet,
social media, and enterprises. They allow participants to distribute knowledge, share expertise,
answer questions, or provide social support [39, 41]. In many cases, these online communities
have generated extensive shared resources and content. Understanding the long-term practices
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of these successful communities is critical to inform the design of effective tools, develop success
metrics and guidelines for effective online community building. In particular, we need systematic
understanding of how long-term communities actively manage ever-growing amounts of content
[23, 48]. Effective content management has been argued to be critical for retaining members and
ultimate community success, as it provides members with straightforward ways to access important
community content [31, 36, 49, 53].

This paper uses quantitative methods to examine two aspects of long-term content management
in online enterprise communities by assessing the use of hyperlinks to reference and organize
content. First, we explore how communities actively organize their resources by measuring content
referencing as content grows. We address the following research questions about whether and how
content referencing behaviors change over time as content accumulates: How is long-term content
structured through referencing so that newcomers can make sense of accumulated content? How
do content creation and referencing coexist and change over time? Second, we examine roles: who
takes responsibility for content referencing as communities evolve? It is well known that work is
shared unequally in online communities [9, 45, 59], but we know little about how workloads shift
among members in the long-term. Do the people who originally created the community remain
responsible for content referencing or do newer members adopt responsibility as their level of
participation increases [34]?

1.1 Content Management through Referencing
Creation involves generating new community content, and much is already known about creation
practices [9, 26, 29, 32, 36].We define content management as the active organization and annotation
of pre-existing content created by the community or by others external to the community, in order
to facilitate access to that content. With a few exceptions [50], there has been little empirical
research into long-term content management. Understanding management is crucial as successful
communities increasingly accumulate content that needs to be referenced for new or returning
users. Many complex acts of content management are hard to operationalize across large datasets,
because they require manual content analysis that relies on detailed domain knowledge [20, 33].
Our main goal in the current paper is to assess representative content management behaviors
across a large dataset, so we chose to explore one specific quantifiable form of content management:
hyperlink referencing. Hyperlinks are an efficient and pervasive general method to structure
complex information [21], e.g. by referencing underlying content using a structured list or creating
readable annotations [42]. Hyperlinks are used in many content management systems, such as
wikis, as they promote straightforward access to complex content [14, 42]. Hyperlinks help manage
content by creating navigational infrastructure [14], as well as supporting curation [19]. Because
hyperlinks do not cover all aspects of content management, we refer to the organizational use of
links as referencing and limit the discussion of our results to address these specific referencing
styles of content management. Although referencing is pervasive in online collaborative content
management tools such as wikis, it is also used inmany other tools.We therefore explore referencing
via links across a range of social media tools, including wikis, forums and blogs.

1.2 Changes in Roles
Our second research question asks which communitymembers take responsibility for online content
referencing. Online community research has shown that a small active subset of users contribute
the majority of work in online communities [9, 59], both in creating content and successfully
coordinating the work of others [39, 62]. Models that describe long-term community lifecycles
have suggested there are shifting responsibilities with leaders and members dominating at different
points in the community’s evolution [23, 49]. These lifecycle models stress the importance of early
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proactive leadership to seed interesting content, set policy, welcome newcomers, etc. [31, 39]. But
these models also argue for the importance of apprenticeship so that as the community matures
and accumulates content, some regular members gradually assume more responsibility [48, 58].
Such members begin as peripheral participants who simply read and lurk, but over time they take
on increasing responsibility with a subset organizing and managing their community. Despite
clear theoretical consensus of lifecycle models around apprenticeship and increasing member
participation [23, 48] , we are unaware of systematic quantitative analyses of how roles and
responsibilities change for long-term content referencing.

This paper therefore examines both how long-term communities actively manage content using
referencing links as well as role changes in such referencing over time. To address these questions
for enterprise communities, we first explore content management using referencing links at a post
level, then determine how accurately lifecycle theories predict role changes compared with actual
practice. We use quantitative analyses to address these research questions in the context of mature
enterprise communities that have access to a range of social media tools.

1.2.1 Contributions. We quantitatively characterize one important aspect of content management
using reference links, where we examine both long-term changes and role differences. We contribute
to existing literature by exploring the following questions: First, how does referencing using
hyperlinks change over time and how does this relate to content creation? Are links more prevalent
over time as content builds up and does accumulation of content lead to increased referencing?
Second, as content accumulates, who takes responsibility for referencing: members or leaders?
Do members assume more responsibility for referencing over time? Our exploratory findings are
counterintuitive. First, active content referencing does not increase as content accumulates and
second, contradicting lifecycle models, members never assume full responsibility for referencing.
Content analysis suggests that recency bias is a possible reason for the absence of such referencing.
We suggest new tools and community building practices that better support content management
taking these findings into account.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Long-term Community Models
Online communities change over time and different long-term models have been proposed to
capture such changes. Wenger et al. [58] describe a sequence of stages: potential, coalescing,
maturing, stewardship, and transformation. Communities typically start as loose social networks
with the potential for becoming connected. As connections form they coalesce into a community.
This matures as members take charge to manage increased content and emerging practices. Finally,
a community stagnates as it becomes irrelevant or members go on to other activities. Iriberri and
Leroy [23] review multiple prior models of community development proposing a similar 5-stage
model toWenger et al. [58]. They also argue for distinct stages: inception, creation, growth, maturity,
and death. Kraut and Resnick [32] also recognize that communities have different needs at different
times. They do not explicitly outline a long-term stage model but like Iriberri and Leroy andWenger
et al. [23, 58] they characterize problems confronting communities at different stages. Problems
include: startup, attracting and socializing newcomers, encouraging commitment, encouraging
contribution, and regulating behavior.

These prior models typically focus on content creation rather than how content is managed over
the long-term [38, 49, 54]. Content creation is typically associated with people’s internal goals or
common interests within the community, for example content is created as people seek information
in advice communities, collaborate on a shared software task or solicit emotional support in help
communities [37]. Content creation has been analyzed in multiple contexts, including online
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advice/support [5, 23, 32], knowledge generation in Wikipedia [45, 56, 62], software development
[55], and decomposable tasks [25]. Creation has also been studied across different datatypes
including text, software and videos [11, 20, 32, 51]. Most creation models observe a disparity
between leader and member roles, with leaders creating substantially more content [9, 44, 45, 49, 62].
To address this inequality, other work characterizes leader strategies to promote greater member
involvement in content creation [32, 53], and we discuss these in more detail below.
Community models typically assume that content management activities such as referencing

increase as the community matures and content becomes increasingly demanding to organize
[23, 48, 49, 53]. Nevertheless, existing long-term models do not specify exactly how community
information organization changes as content accumulates, as more participants contribute content,
and topics potentially become more disparate.

Despite their plausibility, another issue with long-term models is that they are primarily descrip-
tive; they do not propose measurable criteria for key behaviors defining different lifecycle stages.
One important contribution of this paper is therefore to operationalize and test these descriptive
models at scale, through a measurable aspect of content management. Specifically, we test whether
referencing activities increase as content accumulates, enabling us to characterize how referencing
changes over time.

2.2 Community Roles: Differences Between Members and Leaders
We have already mentioned the well-documented observation that not all members contribute
equally to their community. Much focus has been on the importance of community leaders for
creating content [9, 39, 45], but there has been much less research about how other roles change
over a community’s lifetime.

2.2.1 Leader Behavior. Prior work discusses how leaders promote successful communities by
enacting successful activities to encourage [32, 48], contribute, and read content [9, 22], organize
and curate content [48, 58], deal with disruptive behavior [32], create a positive environment
[9, 22], foster connections [32, 58], manage new members [32], advertise externally [9], maintain
infrastructure [48, 58] and promote longer community life spans [31]. Johnson et al. [24] developed
a quantitative model of leader behaviors, in which a leader is defined as having a formal authority
role, a highly connected network position, and using leadership language. Various measures of
social network position and language use confirmed this model indicating quantifiable metrics to
infer online community leaders. Matthews et al. [39] developed Community Insights, a tool that
supports effective leader behaviors by offering actionable analytics. That work also devised new
community success metrics based on members’ perceptions of how well the community supports
their goals as well as members’ overall satisfaction along with new visualizations that promoted
community health. Such measures contrast with more standard quantitative behavioral measures
such as levels of posting and community population growth.

2.2.2 Member Behavior. Many studies try to objectively contrast differing behaviors of leaders and
members but results are often not definitive. For example, prior work using inferential methods
finds that predicted leadership behaviors occur in members [46, 49, 62]. Other work describes
role behaviors and transitions between roles. It is well-known that a small number of participants
actively volunteer information while others consume it [44]. Preece and Shneiderman [49] argue
that member participation follows a lifecycle apprenticeshipmodel progressing through increasingly
demanding roles: reading, contributing, collaborating, and leading. Again, we should note that most
such lifecycle models are descriptive, with few studies actually operationalizing andmeasuring these
stages. Furthermore, evidence for these apprenticeship transitions is mixed, for both definitional
and empirical reasons. First distinctions between roles are not clearly agreed conceptually, making
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it hard to determine exactly when such role shifts have occurred. And even allowing for these
definitional concerns, empirical evidence suggests that participant behaviors are often stable [13].
Panciera et al. [45] examined communities of Wikipedia contributors, finding that a significant
subset of ‘newbie’ participants showed typical leader behaviors in their initial contributions. These
participants enacted leader-type work from their first day of usage without apprenticeship through
a series of increasingly responsible stages. And work by Johnson et al [24] suggests that there is a
subset of community members who show consistent leader-like behaviors across multiple contexts
again arguing that role shifts may be the exception rather than the rule.

In this paper we provide quantitative data about differences between the social roles of leader and
member with respect to content management by referencing. We examine role differences over time.
From this, we can test an explicit assumption in most lifecycle models that members take increasing
responsibility for referencing over the lifetime of the community with leaders’ contributions
becoming less important as the community matures. As prior work has shown, proactive behaviors
by members are common in communities that are more successful, and theoretical models make
the claim that members should conduct such behaviors as the community ages. This paper aims
to test this claim. Technical characteristics of our data mean that we avoid some of the issues in
defining and identifying role-specific behaviors that have been observed in prior studies.

2.3 Content Management and Hyperlinks
Various arguments have been made that collecting, organizing and actively maintaining content is
critical to online communities [44, 48], with members being more likely to use communities that
provide easily accessible information [38, 53, 58]. Well-organized content is also claimed to help
retain members over the long-term [44, 48, 53] while disorganized content is argued to cause people
to leave [17, 48, 53]. Tedjamulia et al. [53] argues that long-term participation depends on the
community providing enough content, as well as the community’s ability to leverage technology
to provide access to that content.
Content management covers a range of different activities, including quoting already-existing

content or summarizing prior useful content using FAQs [17, 20, 33]. In addition to these high-
level management activities, there are also simple but pervasive methods such as referencing
content through hyperlinks which are the focus of the current paper. Linking is commonly used
for knowledge management across multiple tools including wikis, blogs, and forums [15, 56].
Hyperlinks were originally envisioned as a mechanism for both annotating individual documents
and also indicating relationships between documents [43]. At the same time, links provide a
straightforward way to navigate within and between document sets [8]. Much work has examined
the uses and benefits of hyperlinks, showing that they serve to connect communities around similar
content [15, 16, 56] and filter the abundance of content on the web [27, 28, 60].
Within wikis, hyperlinks are considered a fundamental aspect of content management as they

connect topics and create context for those topics [4, 56, 57]. They also encourage cross-referencing,
creating a navigable linked structure for networks of online resources, for example in educational
contexts [15]. Within blogs and forums, hyperlinks are used as a resource for interlinking related
ideas, typically associated with recommendation and summarization of said referenced content
[8, 15, 28, 60]. While acknowledging the diversity of content management practices, in this paper,
we use hyperlinks as a measurable indicator of active content management behaviors. We profile
and analyze links based on different content sources to ensure we are measuring those used to
actively manage content within and outside communities.
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3 METHOD
3.1 Research Context
This research was conducted in a global technical enterprise offering technology products and
services to businesses. The companywidely encouraged employee leadership of, and participation in,
internal online communities by making easy-to-use commercial community technology available
to all employees. For the remainder of this paper, this enterprise community application will
be referred to as “Communities”. Communities is a pre-existing corporate product and was not
developed for the purpose of the current study. A screen shot of the Communities landing page for
a complex community working to launch a product is shown in Fig. 1. The Figure shows how that
community synthesizes different resources concerning Web Marketing. Information is also shown
about forum discussions, tags and community members, as well as bookmarks to related sites. All
the communities we studied used the Communities application, which enabled participants to
easily create a community space combining various social tools, e.g. forums, blogs, wikis, files, and
bookmarks.
Our focus here is on content management practices involving referencing in these social tools.

Across the thousands of participants and communities we sampled, skillsets varied widely as
people were drawn from all across the company; skills ranged from highly technical (Software
and Electrical Engineering) to less technical (Human Resources, Marketing and Management).
Participants included both community owners and members, and we provide more details about
these roles below. All participating users were employees of the same enterprise and were aware
that this tool was being used for research purposes and proactively agreed in email to have their
anonymized survey and logfile data used for analysis.
The software we studied was used for a very broad range of activities, from organizing social

events in Communities of Practice, to goal focused activities like developing a marketing strategy
for a range of new products across the company. The community activities we observed were
very similar to those described in prior online communities research [9, 23, 49, 58]. Consistent
with that other work, the communities we analyzed mainly focused on distributing knowledge,
sharing expertise, answering questions and providing social support. Some communities appeared
to be large communities of practice for members of a shared discipline (e.g. software engineers or
marketers). Other communities appeared to be teams with executive leadership and more narrow
goals specific to enterprise needs. Yet others were focused on specific recreational or technical
problems over a shorter time-frame. To evaluate whether our communities functions overlapped
with those identified in prior communities research, we surveyed community owners asking them
to describe prevalent community activities and the type of the communities they managed. Owner
responses were qualitatively clustered as follows: 41.1 % Communities of Practice (many members,
mainly expertise sharing and networking), 29.4% Teams (executive leadership, fewer members, goal
oriented projects), 3% Technical Support (providing technical advice to end-users), 1.4% Others.
These subtypes both match those described in other analyses of enterprise communities [41], as well
as the literature more broadly [23, 32, 58]. In what follows, we will not present systematic analyses
of different community types as our analyses suggested few differences between types, although
contextual analyses [41] suggest such differences may exist. The median number of members per
community was 850, although as in prior research [9, 32], there was considerable variability (95%
CI [765.08. 934.27]). Many employees were members of multiple communities. In summary then,
the communities we studied involved varied participants and replicated many of the usage patterns
that have been observed in other research on internet communities.
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Fig. 1. Screenshot of a 'Communities' landing page, where participants gather content, discuss strategy and
compile data in relation to coordinating Web marketing. Personally identifiable information has been blurred
out. Overview of the community's media tools are provided in the left pane, recent discussions are within the
center pane, and bookmarks, and community membership information are provided in the right pane.

3.2 Roles
We have seen that prior work proposes different roles for community contributors, but without
clear consensus about how roles are behaviorally defined [18, 45, 46, 49]. Prior studies have also
often employed inferential methods to distinguish leaders from members [24, 62]. However, we
take a different approach as our data has unique properties that avoid some of these problems with
inferential methods. In the Communities system, participants are officially designated to one of two
roles: Owner or Member, each with different privileges. Members can view and post content with
any tool, but may only edit their own content. They can also reference or link to others ' content.
Owners are considered leaders as they have Members' rights but they can also edit any content,
add/remove members, and configure tools. Owners are defined at community inception and do not
change. These role definitions mean that our dataset has a gold standard for identifying social roles,
removing the need for inferential methods and allowing direct measures to be made about role
effects on specific behaviors of interest in relation to content management. Using a fixed definition
of roles, we can examine role-specific Owner and Member management behaviors over time. While
a fixed definition of roles may suggest limitations, prior empirical work shows peoples' online
roles tend to be relatively static [13, 45]. Although our Members lack certain privileges, in common
with internet-based communities there is still considerable room for them to display important
leader-like content management behaviors. For example, they can create links to manage forum,
wiki or blog content. Of direct interest in this paper is the extent to which these individuals within
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the fixed Member role begin to take responsibility and show such content referencing behavior as
the community matures and content begins to accumulate.
To check for consistency between our system-designated Owner and Member and definitions

of roles used in prior work, we compared typical role-specific behaviors identified in those prior
studies, relating to networks, language use and identity behaviors. Consistent with that prior
work, Owners had larger communication networks [24], higher usage of social linguistic styles and
adopted the community identity [24, 62], when compared with regular Members.
In this paper, we therefore test theoretical predictions about increasing Member responsibility

for content referencing [23, 49]. We assess this by observing whether Members’ target content
management behaviors i.e. linking, increase with community age as hypothesized by lifecycle
models.

3.3 Community Sampling and Data Collection
Our criteria for including enterprise communities in our analysis were:

• Active management: Leaders had to sign up for Community Insights [39], a tool to help leaders
enhance their community. A research goal is to make community design recommendations,
so we wanted active leaders.

• Active posting: Updated in the last month. We wanted successful extant communities since
our aim was to describe effective usage practices. We did not include communities that were
inactive.

There were 2,010 communities that met our criteria of being active, generating a total of 428,476
posts and 1,246,570 links. Recall that the Communities system was originally developed the purpose
of providing a platform to establish healthy enterprise communities that support employees and
corporate processes. We were therefore able to collect log-files data on every user interaction, pages
viewed, clicks on interactive widgets, from July 2007 to May 2014. This data was then linked to
demographic Communities data and logged in a MySQL database. For each post, with participants'
agreement we captured:

• Community ID (Where it was posted)
• Author ID (Anonymous Unique identifier)
• Date (Time stamp when post was made)
• Tool (Which tool the post was in: e.g., blog, wiki, etc)
• Role (Member vs Owner of community posted in)
• Date of Community Creation (To determine when in the community lifecycle the post was
made)

Our focus was on links for content management, and for each link we captured:
• Source Community (Where it was posted)
• Source Tool (Which tool the link was posted in)
• Target Location (Internal or external to source community)
• Target Tool (The tool the link points to)
• Date (Time stamp when link was posted)
• Author ID (Anonymous Unique identifier)
• Author Role (Member or owner)

3.4 Measures
3.4.1 Creation and Referencing. Creation was defined as new content added to a community.
Content can be added in different ways using different tools. Tools available to the community
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were: forums, blogs, wikis, and bookmarks. Our measure of content created was the sum of the
number of forum posts and replies, blog posts and replies, wiki edits, and bookmarks.

We define referencing as the act of linking to already-created content and potentially annotating
it for other community members through the use of a hyperlink in any of the social tools. From prior
work, we know that hyperlinks are used to reference external information sources that are relevant
to community discussions and to organize content within the community [14, 38, 42, 54]. As noted
earlier, referencing has been successfully used in prior work to assess content management, but
it is not an exhaustive measure of content management, as it excludes behaviors such as quoting
or summarizing prior content using methods such as FAQs. Nevertheless, we chose to measure
content management via referencing, as it can be more reliably operationalized as an indicator of
content management than those behaviors; hyperlinks are easily countable and extractable from
posts. To validate links as a measure of content management, we also report a qualitative analysis
showing that specific link types are reliably used for referencing.

Hyperlinks in our data have different sources they are referencing.We are interested in examining
references that link to existing content within the community or another community. We identified
these hyperlinks labeling them as Internal (hyperlinks referencing content within the community)
or External (hyperlinks referencing content from another community but still within the enterprise
intranet Communities app). Overall, we found 205,693 (16.5% of total hyperlinks) Internal references
and 313,922 (25.1%) External references. Additional types of hyperlinks that exist were Enterprise
intranet but outside of the Communities app (45.2%) and those referencing the Open Internet
(12.8%). The remaining 0.4% of hyperlinks were unidentifiable. Below we present two analyses of
link functions. We first conducted a machine learning analysis showing that links to the 4 different
sources (Internal, External, Enterprise Intranet and Open Internet) involve distinctly different
content. A second qualitative analysis examined the content management functions of these four
different link sources, showing that only Internal and External links are actively invoked for content
management.

3.4.2 Temporal Analysis and Lifecycle. Our focus is on whether and how community behaviors
change over time. Prior work has proposed different community lifecycle phases. However, these
phases are extremely difficult to operationalize, e.g., how might we determine that a community
has moved from inception to growth or from growth to maturity [23]? Communities may also
develop at different rates, making it difficult to compare between them. Rather than proposing ad
hoc behavioral indices for these phases, we collected long-term data over communities for a 36
month period in relation to their age. Not all communities analyzed were 36 months old but were
included in the aggregated behaviors up to their age when the data was collected, for example a
community that is only 15 months old at the end of our data collection would be included in the
data for months 1-15 but not for months 16-36. The average community age was 24.2 months (95%
CI [23.42, 24.98]).

We analyze time relative to the creation date of each community, for example, month 1 indicates
the behaviors of all communities from their creation to age 1 month. This minimizes the possibility
of outside events influencing aggregated behaviors across multiple communities. Outliers at each
time step were filtered using a Median Absolute Deviation [35]. For each behavior, we first examine
general trends by fitting a local polynomial regression to the time series of all communities.
Polynomial methods are used because linear models offered poor fits and provide a stronger
visualization of changes over time, although they don’t allow for statistical comparisons. We use
a nonparametric regression since these time series analyses were found to be non-normal. 95%
confidence intervals are plotted along the regression lines. To compare roles across time, for each
target behavior we separate those that were conducted by Owners and Members for each month
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and fit another local poly regression for each role to visualize the differences. We then used a mixed
model regression to evaluate statistical significance between roles.
Some of the behaviors we analyze are relatively infrequent, occurring a few times per month.

However, it is important to note that all the communities analyzed are still active when the data
was collected suggesting that even low levels of behavior are markers of long-term community
survival.

4 RESULTS
Before assessing our main research questions, we first present an analysis of link usage to assess
whether links reliably assess important aspects of content management. We begin with a machine
learning analysis of different link sources, showing that sources are distinct, followed by a qualitative
analysis indicating that only Internal and External links are being used for content management. We
then explore both posting and referencing over time. We then evaluate role changes by comparing
leaders and members in their posting and referencing behaviors.

4.1 Referencing Link Sources For Content Management
4.1.1 Link Sources are Distinguishable by Machine Learning Classification. Recall that there are four
sources of links based on whether they reference content that is Internal to the community, External,
outside the Communities app but within the Enterprise Intranet, or from the Open Internet. We
first conducted a machine learning experiment on these 4 link sources to determine if links differ
depending on the source content they reference, by evaluating the words used around each link.
We extracted the content from the sentence before the posted link, as well as text that contained an
embedded link. We then extracted a series of N-gram (1-2-3 gram) features from the text. We fitted
a Support Vector Machine [40] to this data and used a 72-18-10 data split for training, validation,
and test sets for modeling training. The validation set was generated using a 5-fold Stratified cross
validation procedure. Stratified cross validation keeps the distribution of classes equal through
the data splits, helping address unrepresentative data splits [30, 61]. To evaluate the model, we
used Precision (True Positives divided by True Positives plus False Positives), Recall (True Positives
divided by True Positives plus False Negatives), and F1-Score (a combination of precision and recall)
on each link class [47]. Link class performance for the model is ranked based on F1-Score.

Table 1 shows the results. The model performed well with an overall F1-Score of 0.68, indicating a
reliable difference in the type of words used in the sentence before the link, showing that referencing
behaviors are reliably different based on the source of the referenced content. The model performed
best in identifying link types in the Enterprise Intranet class (highest F1-Score), and Open Internet
links were also classified well. Both Internal and External were fairly accurate in their classifications
as both are still above baseline (F1-Score > 0.25). Furthermore, confusion matrix analysis indicated
that the majority of misclassifications involved Internal and External classes being confused for
each other suggesting their functions overlapped. We return to this overlap in our qualitative
analysis.

Our machine learning analysis suggests that the 4 link source types are distinct, so we then went
on to qualitatively analyze the functions of each link source to identify whether and how they were
used for content management. We explored example posts of each link source category, namely
Internal, External, Enterprise Intranet and Open Internet links. Example posts show how different
sources of referencing links managed content. Explicit URLs are indicated by “<HYPERLINK>” and
embedded references by hyperlink tags bookending the text “<HYPERLINK> </HYPERLINK>”.
Personally identifiable information has been anonymized.
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Table 1. Results for Classification of Link Types using a SVM model on N-gram feature set, showing that
link sources reliably index different types of content. Enterprise Intranet has the best performance based
on F1-Score, with Open Internet having the second best performance. Internal and External had the lowest
performance but were still better than random.

Link Source Classification
Precision Recall F1-Score

Internal 0.63 0.32 0.42
External 0.66 0.59 0.63

Enterprise Intranet 0.69 0.85 0.76
Open Internet 0.75 0.61 0.67

4.1.2 Internal Links To Reintroduce Existing Content. Internal references were commonly used
by experienced users to draw attention to prior material within the community that relates to a
new post. Referencing was done for the benefit of newer users who seemed to be unaware of that
existing content [32].

Hi User 1, that 's a very good idea. We actually have a "XX" forum where everyone can
access and trade their stuff. You should check it out too. Here 's the link <HYPERLINK>

This post links to existing community content that the newcomer User 1 seems unaware of. The
explanatory text labels the prior content via a short description, and the reference provides direct
access to that content. Using the link serves two important content management functions. It avoids
duplicating prior content and so reduces the accumulation of content within the community. Use
of the link also explicitly signals relations between content in different parts of the community, in
this case between the current post and the “XX” forum resource. Other Internal references were
similarly used to announce new content to the community, where that content is being posted in a
pre-existing community resource.

User 2 has announced that User 3 is the new crucial position... Read the announcement
on the < HYPER-LINK>YY Community Wiki</HYPERLINK> here: < HYPERLINK>

This post again serves multiple referencing functions. As in the prior example, the embedded
reference to the ‘YY CommunityWiki ’, reminds readers about the existence of that local community
wiki resource. The link also provides ready access to the content of that announcement. Again using
the link reduces content accumulation, as content is not duplicated within the current post, but
can be accessed from the Wiki by those interested in the announcement details. Other posts used
internal references to promote group action, in this case a forum for community brainstorming.

Foster the collaboration. If you have ideas on Tools saving, pls. put them here -> <
HYPERLINK >. If you have any further questions please let me know.

This post is proactive in encouraging new community posts as opposed to organizing existing
information. Nevertheless, it uses the same content management approach as the prior examples; it
directs the reader to existing internal community resources where they should post new content
without redundantly duplicating a detailed prior description of those resources. Other referencing
behaviors promoted content outside the community. We now characterize the functions of these
different types of outside links.

4.1.3 Functions of External Links. Many External links overlap with functions already identified for
Internal links. External links identify directly relevant resources in other enterprise communities
that help the local community better organize their own information.
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Some more info i have [sic] digged up is a wiki with guidance: It is from the <HY-
PERLINK>Community Builders Wiki</HYPERLINK>: Community Leader tips from
social science research. That page describes what you should to do in advance and
after creating a community, to ensure it becomes successful. A lot of questions I have
seen (like small or big) are answered by that material indirectly.

Here the poster promotes external information they believe is relevant to their own community.
They briefly summarize the content of the reference, justifying why it is relevant. This use of
referencing means that content is not duplicated or proliferated within the community. Other posts
involving external references aim to organize material relevant to the local community, with less
focus on explaining the referenced external content.

Welcome to the BC Tools Focal Point Topic in the BC Focal Point Forum Some tools
links: <HYPERLINK> <HYPERLINK> <HYPERLINK>

This post sets up a simple structure to reference external content while directly imposing an
active organization on that material. These examples of internal and external links indicate how
referencing is used to achieve important aspects of content management. Each case involves
a combination of linking to outside community content, while simultaneously summarizing or
annotating the content. Use of the reference link avoids content duplication within the community
reducing accumulation of content over the long-term. Most importantly links organize or impose
structure on that internal or external content.

4.1.4 Enterprise Intranet and Open Internet Links. Other forms of linking outside the community
have different functions that less directly involve content management. Enterprise Intranet links
reference the corporate intranet and can identify important resources such as programs or events.
These resources can assist with tasks users are trying to execute, but tend not to actively relate to
community content:

Hi User 4, I suggest two panels being opened when viewing a document in this tool 1)
All open docs for tool goes like this (example): <HYPERLINK> 2) Doc Journal which
goes like this (example): <HYPERLINK> Obviously you 'd need to replace the value,
second value or number with the one at hand

A final class of links reference the Open Internet. Open Internet links do not point to existing
organizational resources. Instead they usually identify additional external information, for example
identifying the person introduced in the post with a link to their personal webpage. These Open
Internet links usually do not reference organized existing information or provide follow-up actions
for readers. Internal and External links reference community content, providing active resources
for organizing and sharing target community information. In contrast Intranet and Open Internet
do not seem to actively address community organization the way that internal and external links
do. We therefore limit our quantitative analysis to Internal and External links, i.e. posts that link
within a community or to another related enterprise community.

4.2 Overall Lifecycle Trends in Creation and Referencing: Total Content Increases but
Linking Decreases.

Our qualitative analysis characterized referencing for Internal and External community links
showing active content management. We now examine these specific management behaviors over
time, using quantitative methods. In each of the following analyses, we compute a time series
trend by fitting a local polynomial regression for each month. We report analyses of absolute
rates of posting and linking, but similar analyses that normalize these rates by community show
similar results. We have also conducted different analyses exploring whether there are differences
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Fig. 2. Communities accumulate ever-larger amounts of content over time. Left Fig. shows a Local Poly Fitted
Regression of cumulative posts/month (95% confidence intervals shown as upper and lower dotted lines).
Right Fig. shows a local poly fit of referencing within communities over community age: (95% confidence
intervals shown as upper and lower dotted lines) Referencing starts high but decreases until around 15 months,
then remains steady.

in creation and referencing for different types of communities and whether there are differences
between different tools (blogs, wikis, forums, bookmarks). There were no noteworthy differences
between community types, so in the interests of space we do not report these results. There were
differences between tools. As we anticipated, wikis were used more often for referencing, which
we discuss later. Following claims in prior work [23, 49, 58] we examine whether active referencing
activities are a response to accumulating content. We therefore begin by characterizing content
creation, i.e. how content changes over time.

4.2.1 Content Accumulates Over Time. The left plot in Fig. 2 shows a local polynomial regression
on the cumulative content for all communities by month. Over time, communities acquire ever-
larger amounts of content. Overall, content shows a steady visual linear accumulation with a slight
increase as communities approach 20 months, dropping slightly in months 32 and 33. This content
accumulation would seem to demand greater organization; communities on average have about
3.5 times the amount of content at month 36, compared with month 10. As communities mature,
we should therefore expect them to engage more actively referencing activities to manage this
accumulated content.
We evaluated the relationship between total content and active organizational linking using a
repeated measures regression with communities as subject. Somewhat unexpectedly, and con-
tradicting lifecycle models, this analysis showed a very weak relationship between cumulative
content and linking as the beta weight is extremely low, (β = 0.008, SE = 0.001). Even though this
relationship is statistically significant (p < 0.001), the small coefficient indicates that cumulated
content has little predictive power in explaining linking behavior. We therefore went on to examine
linking behavior directly to explore why this is the case.

4.2.2 Referencing Rates Drop Over Time. To assess referencing visually, we plotted a local poly
regression of number of links/month over the age of the community in the right plot of Figure 2. To
our surprise, linking rates decreased over time. Despite each community having many more posts to
organize, linking rates dropped over time. The reason for this drop becomes clear when we examine
trends in referencing. Most referencing occurs within the first month. We see a large negative rate
of change in the first few months but this approaches 0 around the end of the first year. Consistent
with prior qualitative work on communities [39], Figure 2 suggests an intense referencing phase in
the initial months. This start-up phase involves active referencing as participants seek to proactively
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Fig. 3. Results of analysis on link temporal focus. Left shows the results of examining language tense in posts
containing at least one link. Posts contain more Present than Past and Future tense words.

organize early content to allow other members to effectively navigate that content. After the startup
phase, we expected the growing weight of accumulated content would demand active organization,
leading to an increase in referencing over time. Instead we found that referencing decreased after
the first month, levelling off after 10 months, despite ever-accumulating amounts of content late
in the community’s lifespan. Our results over 36 months therefore challenge one aspect of those
models which assume that content management increases over the lifetime of communities. A
possible explanation for this might be that communities tend to focus on content that is more recent
and ignore older accumulated content thereby removing the need to organize that overlooked older
content.

4.2.3 Referencing Has a Recency Bias. To test that possibility, we examined posts that contained at
least one link and explored if these posts are more focused on present rather than past content.
Examining the content of a post that contains a link, we used the tense categories from the tool
Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC)[52] as a proxy for focus within the post and examine
their use over time. Fig. 3 shows the average Past, Present, and Future language use over community
age reported as a percentage of words in a post. Posts were far more likely to focus on Present
than both Past and Future tenses. More significantly we saw no increases in Past tense usage. If
participants were actively referencing past archival content wemight expect Past tense references to
increase throughout the community lifespan as past content accumulates. Overall this is consistent
with a recency based content focus. While this tense analysis shows that link posts are more focused
on the present, it doesn’t directly examine the age of older content that is being referenced. To
assess this, we looked at instances of where links were repeated. We measured the median time
difference between repetitions of the same link. In the last 6 months of the community lifecycle,
the largest median time difference between repetitions was 27 days, a 2% time window within
a community lifecycle of 36 months, indicating that communities are focused on recent content.
Overall, tense and link repetition analyses argue that referencing content has a recency bias.

4.2.4 Role Differences: Members are increasingly responsible for content creation but not for referenc-
ing. Our second research objective was to examine Lifecycle models which claim that community
responsibilities shift over time. Those models argue that, compared with community Owners,
Members take an increasingly active role over time both creating and managing content. We
therefore expected members to engage in higher rates of linking as the community matured. To
establish baselines we first analyze content creation rates in members versus owners. Recall too
that Members and Owners are formally defined in the communities that we are analyzing.
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Fig. 4. Members dominate content creation after first few weeks. Right Fig. shows local poly fit of creation
by roles. Left Fig. shows local Poly fit for role referencing over time. Owner dominate referencing throughout,
but quickly decrease after a few months and then have a gradual decline. Members referencing remains
relatively similar throughout.

4.2.5 Members Dominate and Take Increasing Responsibility for Content Creation over Time. We
compared the creation behaviors of Members versus Owners (see Figure 4). The Figure indicates
that Owners show higher content creation rates only at the community’s inception. As expected,
the average number of Member posts increases over time, whereas Owner posting rates remain
steady. This is consistent with theoretical lifecycle accounts arguing that members take increasing
responsibility for creating new content as the community matures. From early on, Members drive
content production, increasing production faster than Owners, but both Members and Owners
decrease production rates as the community matures after 30 months.
To test the significance of this difference, we used a zero-inflated negative binomial mixed-model
regression. Poisson and Binomial regressions are typically used for fitting count data and due to
the unequal values of the mean and variance for each time point in the data, binomial distributions
produced a better fit (p < 0.0001) and were not over dispersed. We used a zero-inflated model,
as roughly 55% of the data at each timestamp are zeros. This type of model accounts for high
proportions of zeros by considering them in a separate process. A mixed model was used to
account for individual community variance. The libraries lme4 and glmmADMB in R were used for
modeling [1, 6, 7], the zero-generation process was handled by the glmmADMB library which
treated the zero-count outcome as a mixture of structural and sampling zeros. The model applies
this as follows: given the outcome of the model (Y) and the probability of the outcome being equal
to zero being p, a proportion of Y of size p comes from extra zeros and a proportion of Y of size 1-p
comes from the Binomial distribution. The density of this model can therefore be characterized
following Böhning et al. [10] as:

f (y : p, µ) = pBN (y, 0) + (1 − p)BN (y, µ) (1)
The equation 1 shows the model is a mixture of two classes, the first class having a fixed value of 0
and the second being the Binomial distribution (indicated by BN in Function 1) [1, 10]. Our p for
this model would be 0.55, given our sample. Such a model has a high computational demand, we
restricted the model to run on a random sample of 200 communities. The results of the models are in
shown in Table 2. The model shows differences in both Role and Time, with an interaction between
the two. This is consistent with the right plot in Figure 4, showing overall differences between Roles
with members creating more content and Time as overall differences in content created increased
by month. The Role by Time interaction follows from Members overtaking Owner’s initial posting
rates after month 2.
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Table 2. Results for Mixed Model for Community Roles For Creation

ZF Negative Binomial Mixed Model Regression
Creation Results
Estimate Std. Error P-value

Role 0.578 0.107 6.4e-8***
Time 0.044 0.011 8.2e-5***

Role * Time -0.015 0.006 0.012*

Table 3. Results for Mixed Model for Community Roles For Referencing.

ZF Negative Binomial Mixed Model Regression
Referencing Results
Estimate Std. Error P-value

Role 1.751 0.121 < 2e-16***
Time -0.026 0.013 0.047*

Role * Time -0.044 0.007 5e-10***

4.2.6 Members Don't Increase Referencing Over Time. We next analyzed referencing behaviors
comparing different roles. Following lifecycle models, we anticipated that Members’ referencing
would increase as they assumed greater responsibility for content management compared with
Owners. However, this was not confirmed. In contrast to creation, where Members increasingly
dominate, the right plot in Figure 4 shows Owners show greater referencing and this is maintained
throughout. Using the same modeling procedure as before, Table 3 again shows main effects of
Role and Time and an interaction between Role and Time. Consulting the right plot in Figure 4, we
see that differences between Roles arose because Owners created more links than members. Effects
of Time arise because overall linking decreased over time, again contradicting lifecycle models.
The Role by Time interaction results from the decrease in Owner linking after the first few months,
as Owners shift from intensive early link creation, whereas Member linking is relatively stable
throughout the community lifespan.

4.2.7 Analysis of Wiki Usage. To confirm our referencing results, we conducted a second ex-
ploratory tool-centric analysis. Recall that we collected data from several social media tools. We
noted earlier that there are multiple methods to support content management, with wikis being a
tool that is commonly used for this purpose [38, 56]. To check and extend our link analysis, we
therefore also assessed whether wiki tool usage was consistent with the link referencing behav-
ior we had observed across all tools. We found that the rate of wiki creation remained constant
across the community lifespan and did not increase over time. There were no differences in the
mean number of wikis created when comparing between the first and second 18 months of the
communities’ lifespans, using a Kolgormorov-Smirnov test (D = 0.3129, p = 0.2284). Turning to role
behaviors for wikis, we found Owners on average created more wikis than Members, with Owners
creating 10.8 wikis and Members creating 0.3 wikis. With respect to time, we again found that
Owners consistently created more wikis than Members throughout the community lifespan (D =
0.8649, p < 0.0001). Overall, then, this analysis of wikis confirms our link data. Similar to the results
for overall linking, we see little increase in use of wikis overall; Owners dominate wiki referencing
with no significant changes in Member wiki creation over time.

4.2.8 Limitations. There are limitations to this initial exploratory analysis. As we noted, we
restricted quantitative analyses to one operationalizable aspect of content management using
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hyperlinks. Although we present other consistent exploratory data from wiki usage, it could be
that using these link measures leads us to underestimate other content management behaviors
and tool usage. Furthermore, communities may turn to external tools to manage content that
we were unable to measure. We also rely on simple binary distinctions between Owners and
Members and we are aware that theoretical work proposes more subtle differences in community
roles [23, 49, 58, 62]. However, these decisions were motivated by the need to gather reliable
quantitative data to make comparisons, acknowledging the difficulty of accurately operationalizing
prior qualitative definitions of complex community behavior. Furthermore, our analysis is limited
to the first 36 months of interactions, and it could be that referencing only becomes critical later in
a community’s lifespan, although lifecycle models would have to be modified to incorporate this
claim. Finally, this work explores referencing in enterprise settings. Although past work shows
strong overlaps in community behaviors across contexts, future work should explore whether our
results generalize to internet communities.

5 DISCUSSION
While this study is exploratory, our findings are nevertheless counterintuitive. First, we did not find
the expected increases in referencing over time predicted by influential community lifecycle models
[23, 49, 58]. One possible explanation is that after an early burst when a community is initiated,
referencing ignores older ‘stale’ content and instead focuses on recent active content rather than
trying to organize the entire set of community content. Data from tense usage and link repetitions
are consistent with this recency bias. An alternative explanation could be that older references
are handled through other content management methods, e.g. external storage systems (version
control, file storage or synchronization services like Google Drive). However it seems unlikely that
communities would link to external Wikis when they have the more straightforward alternative
of using their own community wiki for content management. We were able to test alternate
content management methods to linking that involved community wikis, and our exploratory
results confirmed our referencing analysis. Content management using external methods (e.g.
versioned repositories, external wikis), could of course have occurred and be the cause for this drop
in referencing. Future work is needed to examine more specific open internet referencing using
external management tools.
A second research question concerned division of labor betweenMembers and Owner roles and how
this changes over time. Consistent with lifecycle models, Members were increasingly responsible
for content creation over time. But contrary to those models, referencing was managed by Owners
throughout the life of the community. This discrepancy in management is notable given that there
were almost 100 times as many community Members as Owners, and that content has increased
many times over during community’s lifetime.
Another important question is the extent to which our results generalize to other online community
contexts. We have presented data on community types, leaders and behaviors which seem to
indicate that our work is representative of other well-studied online communities. First our data
for content referencing replicate known power law effects with the majority of referencing effort
being contributed by relatively few [45, 59]. Second our data includes many commonly occurring
community types observed elsewhere, such as communities of practice, teams and small work
groups [41]. Furthermore, although our data used fixed as opposed to flexible participant roles, an
analysis of Owner behaviors in our sample revealed strong overlaps with prior reported norms for
leader behaviors [24]. Finally our analysis of hyperlinks matched use cases detailed in prior work
[14, 56]. Overall these observations suggest clear consistencies with other online communities’
research, giving us confidence that results will generalize elsewhere.
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Our results on reduced referencing and recency bias are important for theory and practice. These
phenomena may not have been observed before because there have been relatively few long-
term analyses of long-term community behaviors and little focus on referencing. Theories need
to incorporate our results, explaining why communities apparently fail to organize and refer to
accumulated prior content. It could be that communities are inherently biased to focus on present
discussions rather than extensive past content. This bias may reflect short-term participation with
members joining the community but leaving after relatively short periods of active contribution.
Such ‘churn’ would make it hard for communities to build a shared long-term perspective on their
content. It may also be that members find it hard to use tools such as wikis that promote referencing
and we return to this point below.
Our other results extend prior literature on distribution of labor within communities. Referencing
follows the well-known power law distribution [45, 59] where only a select few users (Owners)
conduct the majority of work. However, this was not the case for content creation as the much
larger group of Members enacted the majority of work. It may be that referencing follows a pattern
similar to Panciera et al. [45], where Owners’ initial commitment to the community leads them to
be relatively more active than Members throughout the community lifespan. However it is also
clear that Owners’ levels of referencing drop as the community ages, which may reflect burnout,
or an unwillingness to organize content created by others. Again these are interesting questions
for future research.
Our results have implications for theory as well. First, they suggest a need to refine lifecycle
models to include a greater emphasis on actual community practices, in particular to incorporate
our findings about decreased referencing over time. Second, Owners were mainly responsible
for content referencing over the life of the community; this suggests the need to educate and
encourage Members not only to create content but also to reference content. Third, while Owners’
referencing is consistent with standard power law accounts [59], this wasn’t the case for creation
where Members posted more content than owners. This suggests a need to refine power law
accounts to include the specific tasks involved in the community. Overall, our findings on temporal
characteristics generate new questions about lifecycle theories, suggesting the design of new tools
and metrics to assess community success.
Finally, these results inform the design of new tools and metrics for community building. In
particular, organizational tools such as wikis and bookmarks might be designed to encourage more
active participation by members. Prior work shows that content management activities play an
important usability role for community members [38] and that content management tools, i.e. wikis
and bookmarks, are currently challenging for members to deploy [44]. Automatic text processing
methods could also assist in referencing, for example by summarizing existing content. It may also
turn out that community’s recency bias means that content management tools only need to focus
on newer information. An alternative design approach may be to modify community members’
recency bias by designing new interfaces that draw their attention to interesting older content. One
solution might be to model the approach taken by Facebook’s “On this Day” [3] or Google Photos
“Rediscover this day” [2], which both focus on re-presenting older content relevant to recent activity
or content that previously received extensive active feedback. For example, communities might
resurface older posts based on their direct relevance to recent posts, or more simply because the
re-presented posts promoted highly involved discussion in the past. Of course such re-presentations
would need to be carefully designed so that users are aware of the motivations for resurfacing older
posts. Another design approach might encourage community leaders to flag interesting content
for later resurfacing. More automated solutions could involve detecting overlap between a new
contribution and a successful prior contribution, leading the application to resurface the prior
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solution. This is similar to work done on automatic answer detection in question oriented forums
[12].

6 CONCLUSION
This paper presents new results about how community behaviors change over time. Although this
study is exploratory in assessing content referencing, our findings are nevertheless counterintuitive
in light of current theory. As expected, content increased over time andMembers took responsibility
for creating such content. However contradicting current life-cycle model predictions, referencing
did not increase as content accrued and instead decreased as communities aged. Furthermore, Mem-
bers did not assume responsibility for content referencing. We explored one possible explanation
for this lack of content referencing, finding that communities tend to focus on very recent content,
making it less important for them to focus on managing older material. We describe new tools and
leader practices that might better utilize older content.
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